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Distinctive Australasian Contributions

The Wellbeing Budgets in both 

countries have not come out of 

nowhere.

They build on years of distinctive 

contributions that Australia and 

New Zealand people have made 

to the global programme of 

understanding wellbeing 

economics in public policy.



Dame Marilyn Waring

New Zealand economist, Dame Marilyn Waring, 

has been a pioneer critic of GDP for 30+ years. 

In 1988, Waring published a book under two titles 

that helped launch the field of feminist economics.

It focused on two issues:

• Essential work for wellbeing within households, often by 

women, is generally excluded from GDP.

• Environmental damage from human economic activity is 

also generally excluded from GDP.

https://www.marilynwaring.com/publications/if-women-counted.asp
https://www.bwb.co.nz/books/counting-for-nothing
https://news.aut.ac.nz/news/new-year-honours-for-aut-academic


Dame Marilyn Waring

“Since 1988, a distinctively Australian 

scholarship has emerged, influenced 

by Marilyn Waring’s work.” 

– Marty Grace and Lyn Craig 

In Counting on Marilyn Waring

Published 2014, page 215



Dr Katherine Trebeck

• Co-founder of the Wellbeing Economy Alliance 

(including the Wellbeing Economy Governments 

programme).

• Sits on a range of global and national boards 

and advisory groups.
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New Economy Network Australia, NENA



Landmark Reports in 2002



Indigenous Understandings of Wellbeing

2010 2012



The Treasury Frameworks

Australian Wellbeing Framework, 2006 New Zealand Living Standards Framework, 2012Australian Treasury’s wellbeing framework, 2006 New Zealand Treasury’s living standards framework, 2012 

 



The Capabilities Approach

Both Treasury frameworks paid tribute to the capabilities 

approach to wellbeing introduced by Amartya Sen.

“Attention is thus paid particularly to the expansion 

of the ‘capabilities’ of persons to lead the kinds of 

lives they value – and have reason to value.” 

– Amartya Sen

In Development as Freedom

Published 1999, page 18

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/development-as-freedom-9780192893307?lang=en&cc=no


Regional Wellbeing Frameworks

ACT Wellbeing Framework Melbourne Doughnut



Regional Wellbeing Frameworks



The Wellbeing Budgets build on more 

than 30 years of work in both countries 

exploring how to go beyond GDP.



The direct focus on wellbeing is important.

“Wellbeing is when people are able to lead fulfilling 

lives with purpose, balance and meaning to them. 

Giving more New Zealanders capabilities to enjoy 

good wellbeing requires tackling the long-term 

challenges we face as a country, like the mental 

health crisis, child poverty and domestic violence.”

(Wellbeing Budget, 2019)

https://treasury.govt.nz/publications/wellbeing-budget/wellbeing-budget-2019


This is important (1)

A Nation State’s economic 

policy has unique opportunities 

(that only the State can deliver) 

to expand people’s capabilities 

for creating wellbeing for 

themselves, their families,   

their communities, and their 

businesses.

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-93194-4


This is important (1)

Governments can miss these 

opportunities when the focus 

of economic policy is restricted 

to supporting economic growth 

for its own sake.

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-93194-4


This is important (2)

“In pursuit of economic growth – a 

stated goal of almost all governments 

– harm is caused to people and the 

planet, including widening economic 

inequalities; high levels of insecurity, 

despair and loneliness; and the 

prospect of catastrophic climate 

breakdown and biodiversity loss.”



This is important (2)

“Governments then need to spend 

money to respond to these harms –

which then becomes a justification 

for growth. In other words, we are 

caught in a cycle of paying to fix 

what we continue to break. This is 

known as ‘failure demand’.”



Budgets must focus on wellbeing to 

make their unique contributions to 

expanding capabilities for wellbeing, 

and to avoid creating failure demand.



Conclusion

A beginning! May our 

countries continue   

to make distinctive 

contributions to 

wellbeing economics, 

supported by strong 

collaborations that 

explore how policy 

can expand people’s 

capabilities.

https://treasury.govt.nz/publications/wellbeing-budget/wellbeing-budget-2019

